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This paper presents a model to predict video quality perceived by the broadcast digital television (DTV) viewer. We present how
noise on DTV can introduce individual transport stream (TS) packet losses at the receiver. The type of these errors is different
than the produced on IP networks. Different scenarios of TS packet loss are analyzed, including uniform and burst distributions.
The results show that there is a high variability on the perceived quality for a given percentage of packet loss and type of error.
This implies that there is practically no correlation between the type of error or the percentage of packets loss and the perceived
degradation. A newmetric is introduced, theweighted percentage of slice loss, which takes into account the affected slice type in each
lost TS packet.We show that thismetric is correlated with the video quality degradation. A novel parametricmodel for video quality
estimation is proposed, designed, and verified based on the results of subjective tests in SD and HD.The results were compared to a
standard model used in IP transmission scenarios. The proposed model improves Pearson Correlation and root mean square error
between the subjective and the predicted MOS.

1. Introduction

Television is by far the communications service with higher
penetration in society. It reaches every household in many
countries of the world. Broadband Internet access does not
have such an extended penetration in some countries. While
in developing countries 72.4% of households have a TV set,
only 22.5% have a computer and only 15.8% have Internet
access (compared to 98%, 71%, and 65.6%, resp., in developed
countries) [1].

In order to care for bringing quality to the people through
communications services it is essential to be concerned about
the quality delivered by the TV services. Nowadays great
attention is given to Digital Television (DTV). Many coun-
tries in the world have already made the so-called “analog
switch-off” which means that all analog TV transmitters in
a given country or city are finally switched off, paving the
way to new usage of the spectrum. Some other countries
are planning it for some time between 2015 and 2020.

The completion of the analog switch-off will imply the end
of the migration from analog TV to DTV.

The abovementioned applies to Terrestrial Digital Televi-
sion, that is, the traditional free-to-air TV service. However,
there are also some other transmitting mediums used for TV
services, mainly for Pay TV, which were digitalized many
years ago. Those are the cases of satellite TV and cable
TV. Besides, digitalization has enabled the emergence of TV
services over IP networks, allowing new network and service
operators to offer Pay TV.

Although nowadays DTV is a relatively novel topic for
the public and for policy makers in many countries of the
world, it has been among us over other mediums, different
from terrestrial, from some time ago. We call the set of DTV
standards used up to the moment as the First Generation
DTV Standards. They allow us to watch television and to
access complementary multimedia content or applications
but with a limited scope.
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Figure 1: The MPEG-2 GoP and dependencies between I, P, and B
frames.

In DTV, the video signal is coded in a certain codec,
mainly MPEG-2 and H.264, and packetized in preparation
for transmission. These Transport Stream packets (TS pack-
ets) are 188 bytes long. Its structure is defined in [2]. TS
packets may be grouped and encapsulated in IP packets for
streaming or IPTV services and are transmitted indepen-
dently in terrestrial DTV.

DTV signal is subject to degradations in its path from
the transmitter to the viewer. No matter which transmission
medium is used (i.e., terrestrial, coaxial, fiber or satellite),
noise is added to the original signal, leading to potential
packet loss. Besides, when TV signals are transmitted over
IP networks, packet loss may occur due to network issues,
such as congestion. In order to control the quality of service
the DTV operator offers to its audience, it is necessary to
understand the way these packet losses affect the quality
perceived by the TV viewer. Quality of experience (QoE)
is a concept coined to represent how the viewer perceives
not only the video or audio of a program but also the
whole multimedia experience. Quality of service (QoS), a
term commonly used in telecommunications, refers to many
network-related parameters of a certain service that must be
considered in order to fulfill a set of requirements that are
related to quality. BeyondQoS, QoE evaluates the impact that
different parameters affecting the joint transmission of audio,
video, and associated data or applications have on the final
audiovisual experience that the user has.

In this paper we present an approach to evaluate the
impact of packet loss on video quality perceived by the user
for broadcast television transmission environments. We will
briefly describe video coding and transmission techniques in
the current DTV standards in Section 2. Then in Section 3
we review the topic of packet loss impact on QoE. Firstly, we
consider IP transmission and then Terrestrial DTV transmis-
sion. We show essential differences that must be taken into
account between IP and Terrestrial DTV, when measuring
impact of packet loss on video quality perceived. In Section 4
we present an overview of different techniques to achieve
video quality evaluation.We performed some subjective tests
that are presented on Section 5, along with the discussion of
the results, where we report that the percentage of packet loss
and its distribution are not sufficient to describe perceived
quality. Section 6 introduces a new metric, representing the
weighted percentage of slice loss, which is correlated with

the perceived degradation introduced by TS packet loss.
Using thismetric and a previously publishedmodel to predict
video quality in the absence of packet loss, a new model is
developed that estimates video quality for Terrestrial DTV
coded in H.264. The verification of the model with a second
round of subjective tests with clips obtained from actual DTV
recordings is also presented in this section, along with a
comparison to a standardmodel for video quality estimation.
Finally, Section 7 has the conclusions and future planned
work.

2. Video Coding and Transmission in
Current DTV Standards

There are threemainDTV families of standards that are being
or have already been deployed all over the world:

(i) Advance Television System Committee (ATSC) [3];
(ii) Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) [4];
(iii) Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB) [5].

There are particular standards for different mediums for
DTV transmissions, for example, DVB-S for Satellite TV,
ATSC, DVB-T and ISDB-T for Terrestrial TV, and DVB-
C for Cable Television. In these standards the video signal
is typically coded in MPEG-2 or H.264 [6] and packetized
in small packets prior to being transmitted. In MPEG-2
video frames are grouped into sequences, called “Groups
of Pictures” (GoP). Each GoP can include three different
types of frames (see Figure 1): I (“Intra”), P (“Predictive”),
and B (“Bidirectional predictive”). Type I frames are encoded
only with spatial compression techniques. They are used as
reference frames for the prediction (forward or backward)
of other P or B frames. P slices are coded using prior
information from frames I and other P frames, based on
motion estimation and compensation techniques. The B
frames are predicted based on information from previous
(past) and subsequent (future) frames. The size of a GoP
is given by the number of frames existing between two I
frames. H.264 provides better compression techniques than
MPEG-2 and each frame can be divided into one or more
slices. In this case the GoP structure is related to slices
rather than frames, and the encoding process is different.
Another difference is that while in MPEG-2 GoP structure
is fixed, in H.264 it can vary during time. In both MPEG-2
and H.264, the coded video can then be packetized in small
Transport Stream (TS) packets, 188 bytes long. As shown in
Figure 2, they consist of a header of 4 bytes and 184 bytes
of payload. The header contains different fields, including a
Packet Identifier (PID), the Program Clock Reference (PCR),
a Transport Error Indicator (TEI) flag, and a 4-bit Continuity
Counter, among others.

All these DTV standards have differences between them,
but they share some characteristics on the channel coding.
They have an initial stage for data randomizing followed by
another onewith aReed-SolomonEncoder, a data interleaver,
and an inner code.These blocks are defined in order to reduce
the impact of errors on transmission. A DTV receiver, once it
has demodulated the transmitted signal, undoes the processes
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Figure 2: Structure of the MPEG-2 Transport Stream packet.

of channel coding achieved at the transmitter.The last stage in
aDTV receiver is the Reed-Solomon (RS) decoder. In the case
of ISDB-T, DVB-T, DVB-S, or DVB-C, the Reed-Solomon
Code is (204, 188) and can correct errors in up to 8 bytes.
On the other hand, ATSC uses a Reed-SolomonCode of (207,
187) capable of correcting errors in up to 10 bytes.Thus, some
kind of bit errors in the TS packets at the initial stage of the
decoder can eventually be corrected, and a valid TS packet
can be presented to the video decoder, even if the packet had
some errors at the front end of the decoder.

3. Packet Loss Impact on QoE

There has been considerable work published regarding the
QoE impact of packet loss in video transmission over IP
networks. Most of the published papers consider the effect
on video quality with respect to the percentage of IP packet
losses. There are different possible patterns for packet losses
studied in the literature, both with a random distribution and
with taking into account the effect of bursts [7, 8]. It is known
that even small percentages of IP packets loss with uniform
distribution can produce high effects in the perceived video
quality. Reference [9] describes a test performed transmitting
H.264 streams over IP networks with 0.02% random packet
loss rate. The authors report that higher levels of packet loss
severely damage the user experience by freezing the receiver
for long periods of time. Authors of [10] have verified that
noise structure affects perceived quality for a given packet loss
rate. They experimented with 0.375% and 2% of packet loss
rate with different burst densities (5%, 20%, 45%, 75%, and
100%). Reference [11] while studying how to assess quality of
experience for high definition video streaming under diverse
packet loss patterns it concludes that the perceived quality of
HDvideo streaming is prone not only to packet losses but also
to patterns of losses.

In IP networks, multimedia transport can be performed
by encapsulation of TS packets in User Datagram Packets
(UDP) or in Real Time Protocol (RTP) [12] over UDP. In any
case up to seven TS packets of 188 bytes can be carried in a
single 1500 bytes IP packet, in order to improve efficiency.
Thus, in an IP transmission environment, a lost IP packet
produces a burst of seven lost TS packets.

On the other hand, the common approach in DTV is
to use the Bit Error Rate (BER) as a parameter related to
the capability of the receiver to reconstruct the transmitted
signal. For example, DVB-T [13] defines Quasierror Free
(QEF) reception as less than one uncorrected error event
per hour, corresponding to BER = 10−11 at the input of the
MPEG-2 demultiplexer or a BER = 2×10−4 after Viterbi.The
common approach is that if Carrier to Noise relation (C/N)
is below a certain value, there will be a cliff effect (also called
brick effect or “brick wall” effect or “fall off the cliff”) that will
cause an immediate degradation of the signal [14–16].

Another concept called the Correct Reception Rate
(CRR) has been used in [17, 18], but it also is used as a
threshold (good/bad reception) and does not enable making
any analysis of the perceived video quality as a function of
this parameter. Other works have partially analyzed the effect
of the signal fading in the video quality [19]. However this
parameter is very difficult to measure at the receiver and
cannot be included in a video quality estimation model.

Although the quality of the radio frequency transmission
link is usually characterized by the BER, this approach is
not sufficient to study the problem on how transmission link
noise affects QoE from the user’s perspective in DTV. A
decrease in receivedC/N will make theDTV receiver go from
a clear and no error picture to a “picture freeze” (the so-called
cliff effect). However, this transition is not extremely abrupt,
and asC/N decreases from perfect reception, received picture
experiences different kinds of degradations before reaching a
complete “blockiness.” According to some literature [20, 21]
this transition from no degradation to full degradation takes
place in a received C/N fall of 1 to 3 dB. Reference [22]
evaluates theoretically and practically the performance of
DTV signals over Gaussian, Rician, and Rayleigh channels.
It also evaluates video quality with a metric called DVQL-
W. Their results for the Rician channel are that the evaluated
picture quality indicates visible errors in the picture with
the C/N equal to 22 dB or lower, while the “cliff-off” effect
comes with theC/N equal to 20 dB or less in the transmission
channel. That means that for this case there is an interval in
which, while C/N varies between 22 and 20 dB, the quality
perceived varies from acceptable to bad. On the other hand,
for a Rayleigh channel, the evaluated picture quality based
on DVQL-W metric indicates visible errors in the picture
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with the C/N equal to 28 dB or lower. The “cliff-off” effect
comes with the C/N equal to 23 dB or less in the transmission
channel. That is, in this case, the transition from a good
quality to a completely bad quality is a 5 dB fall in the C/N of
the received signal.This range may include many households
in a normal coverage area of a DTV station. C/N varies with
environment conditions and varies with time. That increases
the number of receivers that can be on the edge of this “cliff
effect” in different periods of time. Besides, noise intensity
may have different structures during time, depending on its
origin (i.e., homogeneous or bursts). When the signal inten-
sity decreases, some errors may be present in the TS packets.
The error correction techniques provided by the standards
(RS Codes) can eventually correct the errors, but the RS
decoding algorithm may be overloaded and be unable to
correct the packet. In this case the transport error indicator
bit in the TSP header shall be set [23]. The decoder can
decide what to do with the missing information. As for our
experience, we have analyzed three different consumer type
receivers that when recording a Transport Stream file and
when an error occurs, they simply drop the TSPs marked
as having had a transport error. That is, by checking the
continuity counter of the header of the TSP of the TS file
recorded, some missing TS may be found.

Taking into consideration the previous paragraphs, it is
important to point out that, when studying losses related
to DTV which have origin in channel noise, it is necessary
to focus on degradations experienced by packet loss due to
digital broadcasting transmission. Particularly, the problem
of the video quality assessment in the transition from com-
pletely good reception (no packet loss after error correction)
to completely bad reception (totally degraded picture) must
be studied. Channel noise leads to errors in bits at the receiver
front end; but since the Reed-Solomon Code can correct
errors in packets, either bit errors are corrected or there
are errors in TS packets at the output of the Reed-Solomon
decoder, previous to the video decoder. This will affect each
TS packet independently, leading to individual TS packet loss
patterns, as opposed to what happens in IP networks, where
the loss of an IP packet produces seven consecutive lost TS
packets.

The distribution pattern of the packets loss at the output
of the RS decoder may also be different with respect to the
IP networks loss patterns. In IP networks, packets loss can
be produced by network congestion or jitter-buffer overflow,
with patterns distributions such as the Gilbert-Elliot or
similar variants. This kind of packet loss distributions has
been analyzed for multimedia services over IP [24, 25].
Nevertheless, in Terrestrial DTV scenarios, the packet loss is
produced by a completely different cause than in IP networks,
that is, low signal to noise ratio at the front end of the receiver,
which is followed by the Viterbi decoder and followed by
the Reed-Solomon decoder. Besides, in DTV systems, many
other error prevention mechanisms are used, such as byte
or bit interleaving before modulation and time interleaving
or frequency interleaving while preparing the OFDM-frame
structure (for systems using OFDM). Thus, it is not evident
that the same typical loss patterns model can be applied in
this case. In order to explore the type of degradations we need

to set up our base of video clips for the subjective tests; we
have recorded many different intervals from free-to-air DTV
from two different broadcasters from Montevideo, Uruguay,
with low reception at the front of the receiver.The video clips
used for subjective tests are usually 10 seconds long, so we the
recordings wemade from the free-to-air DTV have that exact
duration. Analyzing the decoded TS packets, we have found
the following characteristics.

(i) There are periods with homogeneous losses, presum-
ably corresponding to signal fading. These periods
have a length higher than the 10 seconds used.

(ii) There are periods without any lost packet and periods
with many losses (bursts). In most cases, the periods
with losses (bursts) are less than one second, followed
by periods of more than one second without losses.

(iii) Nearly, the 50% of the losses consist of individual TS
packets (i.e., the continuity counter of the header of
the TSP reports only one missing TS packet).

Each lost TS packet can carry video coded information
related to a specific frame or slice type, that is, I, P, or
B. Although it seems intuitive that the impact of the loss
would be very different depending on the type of frame it
corresponds to, there are few papers that take this approach.
In [26] it is shown that “not all packets are equal.” Loss or
damaged I frames affect much more than P or B frames,
because the information of I frames is used to decode P and
B frames of the entire GoP, so the effect is propagated tomore
frames. Loss of P frames affect more than B frames, because
its information is used to decode other P and B frames, from
the lost P frame until the next I frame. Finally, a lost or
damaged B frame does not affect any other frames, just itself.
Reference [27] studies QoE in DVB-H networks using frame
loss pattern and video encoding characteristics. They define
and use a parameter called the “loss rank” that weighs the
impact of a lost frame on the perceived quality by counting
how many other frames the error propagates.

4. Video Quality Evaluation

Audiovisual content producers and TV operators try to offer
the best possible video quality to their viewers. Better video
quality has been one of the driving forces for the advent of
DTV. However, some processes involved in DTV, such as
digital video encoding and transmission systems, introduce
degradations that may result in unsatisfactory perceived
quality. Video quality depends onmany aspects related to the
encoding process, the transmission stage, the receiver, or even
to the content itself.

TV operators can define an upper limit to the video
quality by setting the bit rate assigned to each signal,
the GoP structure and size, and other parameters, while
controlling the encoding process. Besides, the selection of
the transmission parameters can affect the way the signal
is propagated and received, particularly, in relation to the
robustness to noise, thus affecting the degradation introduced
during the transmission stage.These configurable parameters
such as the modulation used, the FEC, or the guard interval
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have incidence on the signal to noise required for proper
reception. The perceived quality can also be affected by the
receiver. Different display sizes, display technologies (CRT,
LCD, or LED), and error concealment strategies applied at
the receivers can affect the perceived quality as experienced
by the end user. Finally, given the encoding and transmission
parameters and the receiver settings, different video contents
can be perceived with different quality, depending on the
amount of spatial and temporal activity of the sequence.

The most accurate methods for measuring the perceived
video quality of a video clip are the subjective tests, where
the video sequences are presented to different viewers and
opinions are averaged. The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) or
the DifferenceMeanOpinion Scores (DMOS) are themetrics
typically used in these tests. Different kinds of subjective
tests can be performed, based on recommendations ITU-R
BT.500-13 [28], ITU-R BT.710-4 [29], and ITU-T P.910 [30].
These recommendations describe the methodology, envi-
ronment, scales, and number of observers and conditions,
among other aspects of the tests. In all cases, the tests are
conducted in laboratories, using controlled environments,
and with video sequences specially selected and prepared
for this purpose. MOS varies from 1 (“bad” quality) to 5
(“excellent” quality).

5. Subjective Tests Performed
and Analysis of Results

We performed subjective tests to verify the effect of packet
loss onDTV signals. Five different video clips were used: “Fox
& Bird”, “Football”, “Concert”, “Voile”, and “Golf,” obtained
from [31].These video clips span over awide range of different
spatial and temporal activity. Each clip’s length is ten seconds.
The video clips were coded in H.264/AVC, High Profile,
Level 4.1 for HD and Main Profile, Level 3.1 for SD, with
no more than two consecutive B frames and key interval
of 33 frames. One hundred different degraded video clips
were generated in HD and one hundred in SD, varying
the bit rate and the percentage of packet loss with different
distribution patterns, including uniform distribution and
different number of bursts, as detailed in Table 1.

Burst intervals were less than one second long, according
to the observed bursts duration in real broadcasting signals,
as described in the previous section. During the burst inter-
val, we have decided to use a uniformdistribution loss pattern
for this study, because we have observed many individual TS
lost packets inside the burst interval in real signal recording,
as described in the previous section.Thedifferent percentages
of packet loss inside each burst (0.1% and 10%) were selected
in order to simulate scenarios with very different number of
losses. The case of 0.1% simulates that most of the error can
be corrected by the RS decoder. On the other hand 10% of loss
simulates that most of the errors cannot be corrected by the
RS decoder.

The subjective tests were performed according to the
general guidelines of Recommendation ITU-R BT.500-13,
using the five points Absolute Category Rating with Hidden
Reference (ACR-HR) scale, as defined in Recommendation

Table 1: Packet loss patterns tested.

Percentage of packet loss
No packet loss 0% along all the video clips
Uniform 0.3% along all the video clips
One burst 0.1% inside the burst; 0% outside the burst
One burst 10% inside the burst; 0% outside the burst
Two bursts 0.1% inside the burst; 0% outside the burst
Two bursts 10% inside the burst; 0% outside the burst
Three bursts 0.1% inside the burst; 0% outside the burst
Three bursts 10% inside the burst; 0% outside the burst

ITU-T P.910. A 42 Led TV was used, without any kind of
postprocessing techniques. The test room allows up to four
simultaneous people watching the video clips and voting. A
special voting system was developed, allowing the evaluators
to use a smart phone application, synchronized with the
clip sequences, to enter each score. The voted scores are
automatically stored in a database, associated with the test
session, the specific video clip, and the user. The system is
depicted in Figure 3. This application can be downloaded
from [32].

Nineteen nonexpert viewers from 21 to 55 years old
performed the evaluation for the SD clips. Three of them
were identified as “outliers,” as the Pearson Correlation of
their ratings compared to the averagewas below the threshold
established in 0.75 in the test plan. Twenty-five viewers from
21 to 42 years old performed the evaluation for the HD clips.
Four of them did not pass the normal vision tests. From
the twenty-one remainders, one of them was identified as
“outlier.” The data collected from the remainder viewers in
the SD and HD tests was used to compute the MOS values.
The tests are considered “formal” according to the definition
of ITU-R BT.500.

Video quality is often evaluated according to [33]

𝑉
𝑞

= 1 + 𝐼
𝑐

𝐼
𝑝

, (1)

where 𝑉
𝑞

is the predicted MOS (or MOSp), 𝐼
𝑐

is the video
quality determined by the encoding process, and 𝐼

𝑝

is the
video quality degradation introduced by the packet losses
in the transmission process. 𝐼

𝑐

can vary from 0 to 4 and
𝐼
𝑝

from 0 to 1. When there is no packet loss, 𝐼
𝑝

equals 1,
leading to a 𝑉

𝑞

dependence on 𝐼
𝑐

exclusively (determined
by the encoding process). On the other hand, when packet
loss extremely affects video quality, 𝐼

𝑝

equals 0, resulting in
the worst possible value for 𝑉

𝑞

, 1. Thus, 𝐼
𝑝

reduces 𝐼
𝑐

by
a factor related to the degradations introduced by packet
loss in the transmission stage. Resulting values for MOS are
appropriately from 1 to 5.

Using the data obtained from the subjective tests, we
compute 𝐼

𝑐

and 𝐼
𝑝

for each coded clip (“Fox,” “Voile”. . .) in
each degraded condition. Subjective tests produced a MOS
value for each of the two hundred coded clips (including HD
and SD). Since when there is no packet loss, 𝐼

𝑝

equals 1, 𝐼
𝑐

was obtained for each combination of bit rate and clip, using
the degraded video clips without packet loss (i.e., the clips
degraded according to the first row of Table 1).Then, for each
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versus percentage of TS packet loss for SD resolution.
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other clip, where there are losses, 𝐼
𝑝

was derived comparing
the MOS of the same clip at the same bit rate (MOS resulting
from subjective tests), but with the corresponding packet loss
degradation.

Packet losses were generated on individual TS packets.
This represents a broadcast transmission scenario, not an IP
transmission (where TS packets are lost in blocks of seven).

Figures 4 and 5 present the results of 𝐼
𝑝

with respect to
the percentage of TS packet loss, for SD andHD, respectively,
and in different conditions (random and burst distribution).
Each point in the graphs represents a particular degraded
video from the two hundred evaluated in the subjective tests.
Video clips without packet loss are omitted in both graphs,
for better readability. Many conclusions can be drawn from
these charts.

5.1. General Considerations. Looking at Figures 4 and 5, it
can be seen that, given a percentage of packet loss, 𝐼

𝑝

shows
a very high dispersion, even for the same video clip (e.g.,
for 1.5% of TS packet loss, 𝐼

𝑝

varies approximately from
0.2 to 0.8). It is remarkable that, in some cases, even with
very low percentages of packet loss, the video is highly
degraded. This is expected as part of the mentioned “cliff
effect.” Nevertheless, in many other cases, even with high
percentages of packet loss, the video quality is only partially
degraded, and acceptable values for the MOS are obtained.

5.2. Uniform Loss Pattern. With uniform TS packet loss
(green squares in both graphs), the video quality is degraded
(𝐼
𝑝

is low) even with very low percentage of TS packet loss.
The case of HD is especially illustrative: at 0.3% of TS packets
loss, 𝐼

𝑝

varies between 0.03 and 0.56, with an average value
of 0.14, as can be seen in Figure 6. This means that, even for
“perfect” encoded videos (MOS=5), at 0.3%ofTSpacket loss,
the MOS drops in average to 1.6.

A ten seconds HD video clip, coded at 14Mb/s, has about
15 000 TS packets, distributed in 600 video slices. A 0.3% of
packet loss means 45 individual TS lost packets, randomly
distributed along the entire video clip. These 45 lost packets
can impact in up to 45 different slices, leading up to 45/600
= 7.5% of lost slices. In our tests, using 5 different degraded
HD video clips coded at 14Mb/s with 0.3% of TS packet loss,
a minimum of 22 slices, and a maximum of 35 slices was
affected, corresponding to 4.5% and 5.8% of lost slices. This
explains the huge effect that random packet loss can have in
the perceived video quality.

5.3. Burst Loss Patterns. With burst losses, as shown in
Figures 4 and 5, 𝐼

𝑝

decays much slower than with a uniform
loss pattern, even with much higher percentages of lost
TS packets. As stated before, a ten seconds HD video clip,
coded at 14Mb/s, can have the order of 15.000 TS packets
distributed in 600 video slices. One burst of no more than
one second can contain the order of 1500 TS packet. A 10% of
packet loss means 150 individual TS lost packets, randomly
distributed inside the burst. The total number of affected
TS packets in this case is higher than the obtained with
0.3% of uniform distribution loss. Nevertheless, this kind of

HD uniform loss
HD one burst 0.1%
HD one burst 10%
HD two bursts 0.1%

HD two bursts 10%
HD three bursts 0.1%
HD three bursts 10%
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Figure 5: 𝐼
𝑝

versus percentage of TS packet loss for HD resolution.
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Figure 6: 𝐼
𝑝

versus number of bursts in HD video clips.

degradation affects much less the video quality, as can be seen
in the average 𝐼

𝑝

values in Figure 6. This can be explained by
the fact that many lost TS packets can be related to the same
slice, because the lost packets are very close between them in
time. As an example, in a particular video clip, 106 TS packets
were lost in one burst, but only two slices were affected.

6. Modeling and Verification

Different models for video quality estimation were presented
by different authors in recent years. Some of them include the
video quality estimation in the presence of lost packets, but in
an IP data network scenario. In a previous work [33] we have
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made a comparison of ten of suchmodels.Within themodels
that take into account packet loss, the one with the best
performance was the proposed in Recommendation ITU-T
G.1070 [34].Thismodel was developed for small display sizes,
but a similar model for HDTV was proposed in [35]. In the
ITU-T G.1070 model, 𝐼

𝑝

is expressed as

𝐼
𝑝

= 𝑒

−𝑝/𝐷𝑃𝑝𝑙V
,

𝐷
𝑃𝑝𝑙V = V10 + V11𝑒

−𝑓/V8
+ V
12

𝑒

−𝑏/V9
,

(2)

where 𝑏 is the bit rate, 𝑓 is the frame rate, 𝑝 is the percentage
of IP packet loss, and V

8

to V
12

are coefficients that must be
calculated for each codec and display size (coefficients’ names
are presented as in the recommendation). In our work, the
frame rate was fixed at 25 fps in all cases, so the number
of coefficients can be reduced to three, defining V = V

10

+

V
11

𝑒

−(25/V8), and 𝐼
𝑝

can be expressed as

𝐼
𝑝

= 𝑒

−𝑝/(V+V12𝑒
−𝑏/V9
)

. (3)

We have tested this model in the Terrestrial DTV scenario,
using 𝑝 as the percentage of lost TS packets (instead of
the percentage of lost IP packets). We have calculated the
values of V, V

9

, and V
12

that minimize the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) between the actual 𝐼

𝑝

values (derived from
the subjective tests) and the values derived from (3). With
these values, the obtained Pearson Correlation was 0.60 and
the RMSE 0.30 (in the 0-1 scale), which are not good results.
These poor results were in some way expected. Figures 4 to
6 show that there are great variations in the 𝐼

𝑝

value for the
same percentage of packet loss and even for the same number
of bursts. Based on these observations, we can conclude that
video quality cannot be properly estimated by any model
that takes into account just the percentage of packet loss and
number of bursts, as most of the published papers consider.

Taking into account the previous considerations, we can
conclude that the impact of a particular loss has a great
variance depending on the impacted slice (I, P, or B) and
probably on the video content. As stated in Section 2, since B
and P slices depend on information from I ones, loss of I slices
affect much more than P or B ones, and, analogously, loss of
P slices affect more than B slices.With these considerations, a
new metric representing the weighted percentage of slice loss
𝑝
𝑤

can be defined, as detailed in

𝑝
𝑤

= 𝑥
1

𝐼 + 𝑥
2

𝑃 + 𝐵, (4)

where 𝐼 is the percentage of affected I slices (i.e., the number
of affected I slices with respect to the total number of slices in
the video clip), 𝑃 is the percentage of affected P slices, 𝐵 is the
percentage of affected B slices, and 𝑥

1

, 𝑥
2

are two coefficients.
The coefficient 𝑥

1

can be interpreted as the average number of
affected slices when there is an error in a I slice. Analogously,
𝑥
2

can be interpreted as the average number of affected slices
when there is an error in a P slice. There is no coefficient in 𝐵
because the errors in affected B slices are not propagated.

We have found that 𝐼
𝑝

can be correlatedwith𝑝
𝑤

, selecting
the appropriate values for 𝑥

1

, 𝑥
2

. This is depicted in Figure 7,

HD uniform loss
HD one burst 0.1%
HD one burst 10%
HD two bursts 0.1%

HD two bursts 10%
HD three bursts 0.1%
HD three bursts 10%

Weighted slices loss (%)
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Figure 7: 𝐼
𝑝

versus 𝑝
𝑤

(weighted percentage of I, P, and B lost slices).

Table 2: Best values for 𝑘, 𝑥
1

, 𝑥
2

.

𝑥
1

21.5
𝑥
2

5.7
𝑘 26.9

where 𝐼
𝑝

is plotted against 𝑝
𝑤

(for the case of HD video clips).
The relation between 𝐼

𝑝

and 𝑝
𝑤

can be expressed as

𝐼
𝑝

=

1

1 + 𝑘𝑝
𝑤

, (5)

where 𝑘 is a constant. We have calculated the values of 𝑘,
𝑥
1

, 𝑥
2

that minimize the RMSE between the actual 𝐼
𝑝

values
(derived from the subjective tests) and the values derived
from (5). The resulting values are presented in Table 2. With
these values, the obtained Pearson Correlation (PC) is 0.84
and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the actual
and the derived 𝐼

𝑝

values is 0.16.These values aremuch better
than the obtained using the G.1070 model and that were
mentioned above.

This corroborates the fact that the influence of a lost
packet depends onwhich type of slice was impacted and gives
some insights into the relative weights of the impact in the
degradation perceived for each slice type.

In order to obtain an estimation of the MOS (MOSp or
𝑉
𝑞

) for each clip using (1), 𝐼
𝑐

must also be evaluated. We have
calculated 𝐼

𝑐

according to the formula and coefficient values
previously presented in [36], showed in

𝐼
𝑐

= 4(1 −

1

1 + (𝑎𝑏/V
4

)

V5 ) , (6)

where 𝐼
𝑐

is the video quality due to the encoding process,
𝑎 depends on display size, 𝑏 is the bit rate, and V

4

and V
5
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Figure 8: MOSp (𝑉
𝑞

) versus MOS for the first set of measurements.

are coefficients that depend on video content, according to
(coefficient’s name are presented as in [36])

V
4

= 𝑐
1

𝑠

𝑐2
+ 𝑐
3

V
5

= 𝑐
4

𝑠

𝑐5
+ 𝑐
6

,

(7)

where the parameter 𝑠 depends on video content and is the
average Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) of the video and
𝑐
1

, . . . , 𝑐
6

are fixed coefficients.
Figure 8 shows theMOSp (𝑉

𝑞

, obtained using (1), (4), (5),
and (6)) for each clip against the actual MOS obtained with
the subjective tests. The overall Pearson Correlation (PC) is
0.91 and the RMSE is 0.42. Using the same values estimation
for 𝐼
𝑐

according to (6), but the standard G.1070 estimation
according to (3) for 𝐼

𝑝

, then the overall PC falls to 0.75 and
the RMSE raises to 0.80. As can be seen, using the model
for 𝐼
𝑐

presented in [36] and the model for 𝐼
𝑝

detailed in this
paper, a good prediction of theMOS (and better thanG.1070)
can be obtained.

In order to validate the model, a second set of tests
was achieved with actual video clips recorded from free-to-
air DTV from two different broadcasters from Montevideo,
Uruguay. The recorded clips selected had the following
conditions.

(i) Some of the signals were recorded in good reception
conditions, without packet loss; some of the signals
were recorded with low reception conditions, thus
obtaining “real world” packet loss.

(ii) It can be inferred that the original signal is of
“excellent quality.”

(iii) They are representative of various types of content,
including movies, sports, music, advertising, car-
toons, news, and documentaries.

(iv) As far as possible, the selected clips cover different
ranges of spatial and temporal activity.

(v) Scene changes rates are typical from actual TV.

One hundred clips inHD format and one hundred clips in
SD format, with 10 seconds of duration, were recorded.These
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Figure 9: MOSp (𝑉
𝑞

) versus MOS for model validation.

recorded clips had differences with respect to the specially
prepared ones for the first training phase of the model. The
first difference is that one broadcaster used six slices per
frame, and the other used one slice per frame (in the first sets
of clips, all of themhad one slice per frame).The second one is
that one broadcaster had dynamic GoP structure, compared
to the static GoP structure used in the first set of clips.

The subjective tests were performed in the same condi-
tions as the first ones, according to ITU-R BT.500. The five
points Absolute Category Rating method was used. Eighteen
nonexpert viewers from 18 to 55 years old performed the
evaluation for the SD clips. Two of them were identified as
outliers, leaving sixteen evaluations for the MOS calculation.
Twenty-seven viewers from 17 to 68 years old performed the
evaluation for theHD clips, but three of them did not pass the
vision test. There were not outliers in the remaining twenty-
four evaluations. This second test is also “formal” according
to ITU-R BT.500.

The dispersion between the subjective scores and the
obtainedwith (1), (4), (5), and (6)was calculated,maintaining
the same coefficient values used for the first set of clips, as
shown in Figure 9. The PC was 0.81 and the RMSE was 0.80.
Although these values are worse than the obtained using the
“training” data, they are good enough to support the fact
that the proposed model can be applied for real DTV signals,
where many packet loss patterns may be present.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper describes a model to assess video quality in
Terrestrial Digital Television when packet loss is present.
We justify that the correct approach in the case of DTV is
losses of individual TS packets in contrast to the case of IP
transmission, where seven TS packets are lost with each IP
packet.

Results of subjective tests performed with two hundred
video clips in HD and SD resolution are presented that show
a different incidence of the packet loss when it is present
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randomly than when in bursts. The results also show that
there is a high variability on how quality is described by end
users for a given type of error (i.e., a great variation in the final
MOS values can be seen for the same number of bursts and
with the same loss distribution pattern).This fact implies that
there is practically no correlation with the type of error or the
percentage of TS packets loss and the perceived degradation.
This implies that none of the models based only on these
parameters (percentage of lost packets and number of bursts)
can produce appropriate results. A deeper inspectionmust be
performed in the lost TS packet in order to understand the
impact on video quality.

We have introduced a newmetric, theweighted percentage
of slice loss, which takes into account the affected slice type (I,
P, or B) for each TS packet. This metric is correlated with the
video quality degradation introduced by the packet losses in
the transmission process of TerrestrialDTV.Using thismetric
and a previously published model to predict video quality in
the absence of transmission degradations, a novel parametric
model for video quality estimation in Terrestrial DTV was
proposed. The results were compared to a standard model
used in IP transmission scenarios, obtaining much better
Pearson Correlation and RMSE between the subjective MOS
and the predictedMOSusing the proposedmodel.Themodel
was also verified using actual video clips recorded from
free-to-air DTV from two different broadcasters, obtaining
satisfactory results.We conclude that the proposedmodel can
be applied in real DTV environments.

Future planned work will improve the model, including
the ability to explicitly take into account dynamic GoP
structures and different number of slices per frame.
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